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Six models of imperfect competition test the interaction between the United States and 
Argentina in the Japanese corn import market. The models evaluated were the Bertrand (1883), 
Cournot (1897), and Stackelberg (1952) with price and quantity leadership by the United States 
and Argentina. Models were compared using a non-nested likelihood ratio test. Results of the 
analysis did not show a statistically significant preference of one model over another. The 
dominance of the United States in the Japanese corn import market is the likely cause for the 
results. The methodology used in this analysis could be applied to alternate commodities such as 
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INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
Problem Identification and Explanation  
 
In the 1970s, agricultural producers in the United States experienced a period of rapid growth in 
exports which accompanied price increases that led to high profits (Wisner et al. 2004). The 
eventual decline in exports and prices brought about a return of the chronic price and income 
problems in agriculture as outlined by Cochrane (1965). The loss in farmer income created 
concern in the agricultural sector and analysts began to develop hypotheses to explain this loss in 
prosperity. Some pointed to price support programs, specifically loan rates, that created 
artificially high US prices which in turn increased competition from foreign sources (Young and 
Westcott 1996). High loan rates were also thought to have led to domestic commodity surpluses 
which subsequently depressed prices (Young and Westcott 1996). Other analysts focused on the 
inability of producers to respond to market signals, noting that producers had incentive to farm 
the farm bill instead of farming to maximize profit. Recapturing exports was assumed to be the 
solution to chronic price and income problems for agricultural producers, becoming the focus of 
the 1985 Farm Bill with the Export Enhancement Act (Young and Westcott 1996). The 1996 
Farm Bill intensified the focus on increasing exports by eliminating supply controls and price 
supports (Young and Westcott 1996). The 1996 act was passed in part with the assumption that 
as China emerged onto international markets, the country would increase imports of grain to feed 
its immense population (Wisner et al. 2004). Prices crashed in 1998, which then led to 
emergency support acts as net farm income declined rapidly (Westcott, Young, and Price 2002). 
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Wisner et al. (2004) attributed increased exports in the early 1970s to increases in the 
money supply of world economies, devaluations in the US dollar, increased demand from the 
Soviet Union and poor growing conditions in grain exporting nations. Money supply increases in 
the 1970s were mainly due to increases in oil prices, which resulted in large foreign currency 
surpluses in oil-producing nations who then funneled those surpluses into the international 
banking system (Hartland-Thunburg and Ebinger 1986). The international banks then lent large 
sums of money to developing nations which were then able to fund development projects and 
increase imports for goods, including US crops (Hanrahan 1984). During the same period world 
currencies were removed from the fixed exchange rate schedule developed after World War II 
which resulted in devaluation of the US dollar (Hanrahan 1984). Analysts began to argue that the 
devalued US dollar made US crop exports less expensive relative to the currencies of importing 
nations. The devaluation of the US dollar in the 1970s has thus been linked to the increase in US 
exports at that time, with the argument that US crops became less expensive relative to the 
currencies of importing nations. Studies from Batten and Belongia (1984) and Babula, Ruppel, 
and Bessler (1995) have attempted to refute the argument that exchange rate fluctuations cause 
changes in volumes of US exports. Batten and Belongia (1984) found that the primary 
determinant of export variation was foreign income variation and not real exchange rate 
fluctuation. Babula, Ruppel, and Bessler (1995) identified only short-term impacts in exchange 
rate changes, with no underlying equilibrium to provide long-term increases in exports following 
a devaluation of US currency. The contradictory conclusions of these studies indicated that 
alternative explanations must be studied in order to more fully understand export markets. 
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Post-1980 farm bills that focus on export enhancement as the remedy for agriculture’s 
chronic price and income problems have been designed on the premise that high domestic price 
supports are a hindrance to increasing exports (Young and Westcott 1996). Supporters of 
lowering price supports argue that domestic prices will fall to world prices, which would allow 
farmers in the United States to export more, increasing net farm income. This line of reasoning 
has led to the “clearance sale” in farm policy noted by Wisner et al. (2004) that allows farm 
commodity prices to fall as much as possible in order to move the inventory of crops. This 
argument is based on the assumption that the market is perfectly competitive and that US price 
and US exports are inversely related; that is, a decrease in price will result in an increase in 
exports. If the United States were to increase export volume, net farm income would increase, 
US markets would clear and other countries would be forced to hold stocks or reduce production. 
This process would allow the United States to increase its market share. 
Figure 1.1 plots US corn prices against US exports. Corn prices are shown in dollars per 
bushel while US exports are shown in thousands of metric tons (1000 MT). A positive 
relationship between price and exports is portrayed, as the variables appear to move together 
post-1976. An exception exists in 1998-2001 when farm income was supported with massive 
emergency payments and large marketing loan program payments (Westcott, Young, and Price 
2002). The trend line in corn exports since the 1979-1981 peak has been relatively flat with 
frequent variability. 
Analysts have suggested that corn markets exhibit imperfectly competitive behavior – not 
perfectly competitive behavior as assumed by policymakers. Many analysts have indicated that 




Figure 1.1. US Exports – US Prices, 1960-2010 (USDA 2010b and USDA 2010c). 
 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) illustrated the imperfectly competitive corn market 
structure by stating that world corn prices are determined primarily by US domestic supply and 
demand relationships (UDSA 2011a). The United States, as the world’s largest producer and 
exporter of corn, “dominates world corn trade” yet only 15 percent of the total demand for US 
corn is derived from foreign export demand (USDA 2011a). 
Paarlberg (1980) and Mitchell and Duncan (1987) attributed the status of the United 
States as the world’s residual supplier to loan rate programs that were discontinued with the 1985 
and 1996 Farm Bills. Ray, Ugarte, and Tiller (2003) and Wisner et al. (2004) discussed the 
potential reasons for the residual supply status of the United States, but did not provide empirical 
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Alaouze, Watson, and Sturgess 1978; Kolstad and Burris 1986; Mitchell and Duncan 1987; 
Arnade and Pick 1999), in rice markets (Karp and Perloff 1989; Mitchell and Duncan 1987), and 
for the Japanese beef import market (Carter and MacLaren 1997). Karp and McCalla (1983) 
centered on corn markets but did not establish price leadership, although strong evidence of US 
price leadership in coarse grain markets was found by Mitchell and Duncan (1987). Bredahl and 
Green’s (1983) analysis of corn markets established a residual supply relationship based on the 
Granger (1969) causality test. However, this test establishes precedence but not cause (Kennedy 
2008). 
Previous policies have assumed export growth in perfectly competitive markets to be a 
vehicle for agricultural producer prosperity. Policymakers have therefore enacted policies 
designed to lower US prices to increase export volume. Helpman and Krugman (1989) noted 
governments can help or harm their countries when employing trade policies in imperfectly 
competitive markets. Results from their analysis showed that either export taxes, subsidies or no 
government interference were preferable when markets exhibit Cournot (1897) or Bertrand 
(1883) behavior. Development of an oligopoly model for corn markets that demonstrates 
preference between specific market structures could provide new perspectives for policymakers 




The objectives of this research are to: 
1. Determine whether price or quantity setting behavior exists in the Japanese corn market 









Imperfectly competitive markets are partially characterized by the number of sellers in 
the market and the economic environment in which they operate (Penson et al. 2010). When few 
sellers are present or when demand for a product is inelastic, less profit opportunity exists for 
new firms to enter the market and prices can increase above marginal cost (Penson et al. 2010). 
Mitchell and Duncan (1987) define an oligopoly market as one characterized by a few sellers 
who can each impact market outcomes by setting quantities. Reimer and Stiegert (2006) point to 
the extreme dominance of only a few US firms in corn markets as indication of an oligopolistic 
structure. They state that just three firms in the United States control 81 percent of all US corn 
exports and capture 63 percent of the world corn market even though corn is typically a 
homogenous product (Reimer and Stiegert 2006). Additionally, the United States, as the world’s 
largest producer and exporter of corn, “dominates world corn trade” yet only 15 percent of the 
total demand for US corn is derived from foreign export demand (USDA 2011a). 
Imperfectly competitive markets are also created when one firm dominates the market 
and has influence on prices while other firms operate as market followers at prices determined by 
the market leader. This relationship describes a market with a residual supplier as defined by 
Hellwinckel and Ugarte (2003). The residual supplier meets export demand unmet by the 
competitive fringe:  a group of other, smaller exporters. The fringe clears their markets by 
pricing crops slightly below that of the residual supplier (Paarlberg 1980). The price leader is 
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then the supplier of any remaining demand, and therefore required to reduce production or 
absorb storage costs for commodities after the residual demand is met at the set price.  
Alaouze, Watson, and Sturgess (1978) characterized an oligopolistic market as one in 
which prices are low and stocks are high. McCalla (1966) suggested that for oligopolistic pricing 
to exist, the price leader must be willing and able to hold stocks. The relationship between US 
corn prices and US ending stocks is shown in Figure 2.1. Nearly every peak in US stocks is 
accompanied by a dip in US corn prices. Competitor ending stocks, as shown in Figure 2.2, 
remained fairly constant even as US stocks increased. Mitchell and Duncan (1987) stated that in 
imperfectly competitive markets, some exporters disproportionately absorb the cost of holding 
stocks. This idea is supported by USDA analysts who indicated that the United States typically 
absorbed the majority of world crop stock increases while foreign stocks may have increased or 
decreased (USDA 1984a). An illustrative example is that 75 percent of the 19 million ton 
decrease in world corn imports between 1980/81 to 1983/84 were absorbed by the United States 
(USDA 1984b). Mitchell and Duncan (1987) partially attributed the crop stock buildups in the 
United States during the 1980s to the oligopolistic market structure. Additionally, even the 
United States’ political opponents will purchase crops from the United States when supplies in 
other countries are short and no other option is available (Reuters 2007). These relationships 
indicate that the world corn market may be characterized by imperfect competition and that the 
United States is the dominant player in a market with a competitive fringe.  
Paarlberg (1980) and Mitchell and Duncan (1987) viewed the United States as the 
residual supplier in world export markets because the US loan rate established a world price that 




Figure 2.1. US Ending Stocks – US Prices, 1960-2010 (USDA 2010b and USDA 2010c). 
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Figure 2.3. US Exports – World Imports, 1960-2010 (USDA 2010b). 
 
 
supplier of a market would be affected by changes in world demand. Small exporters would not 
be affected by changes in world demand but instead act in a perfectly competitive manner. 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the close correspondence between US corn exports and world (excluding 
US and China) corn imports. US exports are shown to closely correspond with world imports 
from 1970-1995, with wider divergence from 1995-2009. 
Argentina 
 
Argentina is typically the second-largest corn producer in the world (USDA 2011a). Argentina 
exports a large portion of its corn crops, although domestic use is increasing, as shown in Figure 
2.4. The country’s corn production has been trending upwards although with high variability 
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Figure 2.4. Argentine Corn Production and Utilization, 1960-2010 (USDA 2010b). 
 
 
ground to soybean production to offset rising production costs (Wilder 2008). Argentina also has 
an information advantage over the United States because as a country in the Southern 
Hemisphere, US crops are determined by the time that Argentine farmers plant their crops 
(USDA 2011a). This fact suggests that the Stackelberg (1952) leader-follower model may be 
useful for analyzing the US-Argentine relationship because the United States has a first-move 
advantage. 
The Argentine market structure of the last decade (2000-2010) is a stark contrast to the 
structure of the country in the 20th century. While prosperous economically and stable politically 
in the decade preceding the Great Depression, Argentina experienced a prolonged period of 
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control and a period of state terror dubbed the “dirty war” that lasted until 1983 (Vacs 2009). 
Economic policies pursued at the time resulted in “a foreign debt crisis, economic stagnation, 
and growing domestic discontent” that resulted in resulted in a return to democracy (Vacs 2009, 
p. 405). The subsequent democratic leadership of Alfonsín instated economic policies intended 
to move the country from a state-dominated economy to a free market structure. However, 
political opposition from the Peronist party in addition to a lack of international economic 
support from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and foreign banks resulted in 
hyperinflation. Alfonsín declared a “state of siege” that led to the early inauguration of Menem 
in 1989 (Vacs 2009, p. 408). Menem privatized major industries and government services such 
as railroad operations, shipping companies, and postal services among many others (Vacs 2009). 
Menem also stabilized financial upheaval by moving from the austral to a peso with a one:one 
fixed-rate exchange rate with the US dollar. 
The Menem policies resulted in a more stable Argentine economy that was able to grow 
significantly and attract foreign investment. After Menem’s reelection, economic stagnation and 
high unemployment in the mid-1990s led to fierce political competition that resulted in a short 
period of economic uncertainty (Vacs 2009). The currency was depegged from the US dollar and 
a default on foreign debt was announced (Vacs 2009). Multiple presidents were elected or 
nominated to office only to resign shortly thereafter. When Duhalde took office from 2002-03, 
he restructured foreign debt with the IMF and World Bank and was able to restore calm in the 
economy, society, and government (Vacs 2009). 
Recent Argentine political history and its impact on agricultural markets is important to 
recognize in the context of this analysis. Interest rates, used to measure the cost of capital to 
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producers, were impacted by economic uncertainty, frequent currency conversions, and 
hyperinflation. Foreign trade, transportation industries, and information distribution outlets were 
all controlled by the government when Perón took office in 1946 until Menem privatized the 
majority of state-run industries and services in 1989 (Vacs 2009). Noneconomic factors in state-
determined foreign trade and transportation decisions may have influenced trade flows in the 
analysis. Additionally, storage facilities for crops in Argentina only began to increase in the last 
decade; on-farm storage was achieved through the use of large plastic bags (Mergen 2001).  
Japan 
 
From 1960-2010, Japan imported more corn than any other country in the world (USDA 2010b). 
The United States has been the dominant corn exporter in the Japanese market as shown in 
Figure 2.5. Argentina, from 1981-2010, supplied approximately 2 percent of total Japanese 
import demand while the United States supplied 92 percent. 
Japanese corn imports are predominantly used for livestock feed although corn used for 
industrial purposes is increasing (USDA 2011a). Figure 2.6 shows Japanese corn imports from 
1960-2010. Because Japan produces very little corn, the figure shows how imports are allocated 
between domestic feed consumption and food, seed, and industrial (FSI) use. Livestock feed 
consumption has been relatively stable but is trending slightly downward from its peak in 1986. 
Decreases in livestock feed consumption have been caused by decreasing livestock populations 
(USDA 2010b). Future Japanese corn demand will be increasingly driven by FSI use because the 
downward trend in livestock populations is expected to continue at a stable pace (Fukuda 2011). 
As shown in Figure 2.6, Japanese corn imports have remained very steady from 1985-2010; 
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Figures 2.7-2.9 show Japanese production, domestic consumption, and imports of beef 
and veal, swine, and broilers from 1960-2010. Units are in thousands of metric tons at carcass 
weight equivalent (1000 MT CWE). Japanese beef consumption increased sharply from 1972 
until it reached a peak in 1993-2000. The sharp declines in beef consumption and imports from 
2001-2003 were caused predominantly by the lack of consumer confidence in quality beef as a 
result of Japan’s bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) breakout in 2001 (Obara 2002). The 
stagnation in the beef import market from 2003-2010 was the result of import restrictions on US 
and Canadian beef exports. Japan instated a ban on US beef exports following the discovery of 
BSE in the United States (Obara 2005). Japanese restrictions on imported beef, which have 
caused supply deficits and therefore higher prices, have appeared to increase demand for pork 
and poultry products, as shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9, respectively. Imports of swine and 
broilers have increased while domestic production has remained fairly constant. 
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Bredhal and Green (1983) developed a model of residual supply analysis with the hypothesis that 
the United States determines US export prices, and hence world price, through storage and 
release of stocks. They used Granger (1969) causality tests to determine the relationship between 
world prices, exports, and harvested area of export competitors (Bredhal and Green 1983). The 
requirements that were established for residual supply are as follows (Bredahl and Green 1983, 
p.787): 
a) Coarse grain exports of competing exporters have not responded to world prices 
b) Areas of coarse grains of competing exporters have not responded to world prices 
c) World prices and exports of competing exporters have not been simultaneously determined 
d) US exports and area have responded to world prices, and US exports and world prices have been 
simultaneously determined 
 
Bredhal and Green (1983) found that corn exports and area harvested in Argentina did 
not respond to price, but that corn exports and area harvested in the United States did respond to 
fluctuations in prices. They also found that while world prices were not influenced by other 
exporters, world prices were influenced by US exports. Brehdal and Green (1983) concluded that 
the United States was the residual supplier for the period that they studied, although price was 
determined by relationships other than domestic policy decisions. 
Karp and McCalla (1983) formulated a dynamic Nash (1951) noncooperative game and 
applied it to international corn markets to analyze interactions between buyers and sellers of 
crops which previous models had failed to investigate. Dynamic interactions allowed Karp and 
McCalla (1983) to analyze conditions in the Nash game that led to export taxes, subsidies, and 
stability of each player’s position. The United States, European Community, and Japan were the 
game players, and results suggested that the United States was “in the strongest position to 
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distort world trade,” (Karp and McCalla 1983, p. 649). The results also showed how welfare 
effects for producers and consumers within the United States differed. Karp and McCalla (1983) 
suggested that the difference game provided a means to evaluate the impacts of trade restrictions 
between and within nations. 
McCalla (1966) was one of the first analysts to examine imperfectly competitive markets 
with respect to agricultural commodities (Reimer and Stiegert 2006). Little empirical evidence is 
presented; rather, a conceptual framework is detailed for the world wheat market (McCalla 
1966). McCalla analyzed a duopoly model with Canada and the United States as duopolists and 
the rest of the world as a competitive fringe. He suggested that US and Canadian prices would be 
positively related and that competitor prices would be more volatile as well as lower than prices 
in the United States and Canada. Structural factors that supported the United States-Canadian 
wheat duopoly were identified as (McCalla 1966, p. 726): 
a) lower production costs 
b) volume of production relative to other competitors 
c) availability and willingness to hold stocks 
d) quality of the product 
 
McCalla (1966) noted the instability of the duopoly due to domestic policy considerations, but 
also stated that if the duopoly were to disintegrate, it would be replaced by another imperfectly 
competitive market structure. 
Kolstad and Burris (1986) developed a spatial approach for performing quantitative 
analyses to wheat markets using a Cournot-Nash (Cournot 1897; Nash 1951) behavioral 
framework, which assumes conjectural variations to be zero (Kolstad and Burris 1986). The 
authors noted that much of the literature surrounding the debate between perfect and imperfect 
models competition models centered around the role of governments. Perfect competition would 
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be the more accurate model if government policy responded to “domestic political factors and 
not by market power considerations” (Kolstad and Burris 1986, p. 28). Countries would be 
expected to behave as oligopolists should government policy “coordinate consumers or 
producers so that they may jointly exercise power in the international market” (Kolstad and 
Burris 1986, p. 28). The results from Kolstad and Burris (1986) indicated that the duopoly and 
triopoly scenarios accurately portrayed international wheat markets while perfect competition 
and duopsony did not. 
Mitchell and Duncan (1987) analyzed oligopolistic structures in markets for wheat, rice 
and coarse grains. Their analysis concentrated on the price leadership model in which the 
dominant firm acts as the price leader in the market while the smaller firms become the perfectly 
competitive fringe. When a price floor is introduced, the dominant firm is required to absorb any 
storage costs for excess production (Mitchell and Duncan 1987). Results from their analysis 
showed that rice markets were characterized by US price leadership. Wheat markets exhibited 
weak results, although the results of Alaouze, Watson, and Sturgess (1978) were confirmed 
(Mitchell and Duncan 1987). The coarse grain model results showed striking evidence of US 
price leadership (Mitchell and Duncan 1987). The United States was the only country in their 
analysis to be “strongly dependent upon world demand to explain exports” (Mitchell and Duncan 
1987, p. 18). Other exporters such as Argentina, South Africa, and Australia, behaved as a 
perfectly competitive fringe and showed “no responsiveness to market conditions” (Mitchell and 
Duncan 1987, p. 18). 
Strategic trade theory is the concept that protection of domestic industries is justified if 
the industry is vital to a nation’s well-being or would not perform well under perfect competition 
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(Hall and Lieberman 2005). The foundation of strategic trade theory rests on the concept that 
when a domestic government establishes a trade-protection measure and foreign governments do 
not retaliate, domestic firms are able to capture more market share when foreign firms reduce 
output (Reimer and Stiegert 2006). Strategic protection works best in oligopolistic markets, 
where economic profits can be earned by dominant firms (Hall and Lieberman 2005). Helpman 
and Krugman (1989) indicated that government trade policies may perform the same role as 
firms’ strategic actions. A strategic action was defined as an action “that alters the terms of 
subsequent competition to a firm’s benefit,” (Helpman and Krugman 1989, p. 83). An export 
subsidy was provided as an example of a strategic action employed by governments to tilt 
“international competition in favor of domestic firms,” (Helpman and Krugman 1989, p. 84). 
Reimer and Stiegert (2006) noted that new empirical industrial organization methods have been 
used with both residual demand elasticities and conjectural variations models. However, Reimer 
and Stiegert (2006) also observed that subsidy payments to producers have been more sensitive 
to governmental budget outlays than expected of a nation employing strategic trade policy. 
Conceptual Framework 
 
The Stackelberg (1952) price leadership model is one type of conjectural variations model first 
developed by Bowley (1924) (Nicholson 2005). Entities in the model assume their actions will 
result in a reaction by another entity (Nicholson 2005). The leader in the market has first-move 
advantage (Helpman and Krugman 1989). According to Tirole (1988), the leader overinvests so 
that the followers restrict capacity. A conjectural variations model is capable of determining “an 
index of the degree of market power” (Carter and MacLaren 1997, p. 375). 





where  denotes profit, q equals quantity produced, P is the price received, MC is the marginal 
cost, and subscripts i, j denote the competing entities. The profit of the price leader (i = 1) 
depends on the reaction (∂qj/∂qi) of price followers (i = 2…n) in the market (Nicholson 2005). 
The price-taking reaction of other firms is then: 
   (i = 2…n)   (2.2) 
Figure 2.1 is one form of the conjectural variations model that focuses on a price leader 
in an industry with other actors as price followers (Nicholson 2005). For prices above P1, sales 
are null from the price leader while a price below P2 eliminates competition from the market. 
The area between P1 and P2 is the residual demand, which is determined by subtracting 
competitor supply from total market demand (Nicholson 2005). The demand curve for the price 
leader is then D´D´. The output-maximizing level is QL and a price of PL will be the market price 
(Nicholson, 2005). 
The Cournot (1897) and Bertrand (1883) models of imperfectly competitive markets are 
special forms of the conjectural variations model (Helpman and Krugman 1989). The Bertrand 
(1883) model corresponds to the case when the conjectural variation of each firm acts to keep its 
prices constant when competitors increase output by one unit (Helpman and Krugman 1989). 
The profit-maximizing condition for the Bertrand (1883) model is 
𝜕𝜋𝑖
𝜕𝑝𝑖
= 𝑄 + (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑀𝐶)
𝜕𝑄
𝜕𝑝𝑖
 = 0    (2.3) 
where  denotes profit, Q equals quantity produced, p is the price received, MC is the marginal 









































The Cournot (1897) model allows each firm to recognize how its output decisions impact 
price but does not allow firms to recognize their impact on other firms; the conjectural variations 
are therefore zero (Nicholson 2005). 
The profit-maximizing condition for the Cournot (1897) model is then: 
    (2.4) 
where an entity’s own-price reaction is not zero [(∂P/∂qi) ≠  0] but other entities are assumed to 
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Imperfectly competitive markets can be characterized by competition in prices or competition in 
quantities. This analysis adapted a series of models of imperfect competition to test 
competitiveness between two exporters in the Japanese corn import market. It was based upon 
the analyses of Carter and MacLaren (1997) and Gasmi and Vuong (1991). The price-setting 
models examined were the Bertrand (1883), Stackelberg (1952) leader with US price leadership, 
and Stackelberg (1952) leader with Argentine price leadership. The three quantity leadership 
models examined were the Cournot (1897), the Stackelberg (1952) leader with US quantity 
leadership, and Stackelberg (1952) leader with Argentine quantity leadership. Each model was 
compared to every other model using the likelihood ratio test developed by Vuong (1989). The 
structure of the models utilized one importing nation and two exporting nations:  Japan was the 
importing country in this analysis while the United States and Argentina were the two exporting 
nations. Each noncooperative oligopoly model, while nested in a general linear model through 
cross-equation restrictions, is non-nested in regards to the other models (Carter and MacLaren 
1997). 
Price leadership in a market is characterized by firms choosing to set a target price and 
accepting the resulting quantity purchased by a consumer. Price competition, with homogenous 
goods, typically results in the Bertrand paradox where the market collapses to the perfectly 
competitive equilibrium. When goods are differentiated or capacity constricted, the Bertrand 
paradox is resolved (Tirole 1988). However, price competition could also exist in a market for a 
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commodity like corn or wheat where storage costs are low enough that current production need 
not be sold immediately (Carter, MacLaren, and Yilmaz 1999). Mitchell and Duncan (1987) 
indicated that the United States was able to set prices through the use of the loan rate. Their 
analysis showed that the United States exhibited strong price leadership in the world corn 
market. 
The export demand function for the United States (u) and Argentina (a) in the price 
models was: 
𝑞𝑖 = 𝛽𝑖0 +  𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑖 + 𝛼𝑖𝑗𝑝𝑗 + 𝛽𝑖1𝑦  i, j = u, a,    i ≠ j (3.1) 
where qi represents the quantity of corn imported by Japan from country i, pi was the price per 
metric ton of country i’s exports, y was Japanese per-capita income and βik (k = 0,1) and α were 
unknown parameters (Carter and MacLaren 1997). Each exporter’s total cost function was 
specified as: 
𝐶𝑖(𝑞𝑖) = 𝑐𝑖𝑞𝑖     i = u, a (3.2) 
where ci, the marginal/average cost of the ith exporter, equaled: 
𝑐𝑖 = 𝜂𝑖1𝐺𝑖 + 𝜂𝑖2𝐼𝑖     i = u, a, (3.3) 
where Gi was the combined cost per metric ton of labor, chemicals, and seed in country i while Ii 
was the real interest rate in each county. The ηik (k=1,2) were unknown parameters. The profit 
function for each exporter was: 
Π𝑖(𝑝𝑖) = (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖)𝑞𝑖    i = u, a (3.4) 
The first-order conditions for profit maximization in the Bertrand-Nash (Bertrand 1883; Nash 
1951) equilibrium (𝑝𝑢𝑏 ,𝑝𝑎𝑏) were 
�𝑝𝑖𝑏 − 𝑐𝑖�𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝑞𝑖 = 0   i = u, a (3.5) 
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The Stackelberg (1952) leader equilibrium (𝑝𝑢𝑠𝑢,𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑢) with US price leadership was calculated by 
first inserting the Argentine follower reaction into the United States profit function then 
maximizing the equation with respect to qu. The resulting first-order condition was 
(𝑝𝑢𝑠𝑢 − 𝑐𝑢) �𝛼𝑢𝑢 −
𝛼𝑢𝑎𝛼𝑎𝑢
2𝛼𝑎𝑎
� + 𝑞𝑢 = 0    (3.6) 
while the equilibrium for Argentina, as the follower, was 
(𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑢 − 𝑐𝑎)𝛼𝑎𝑎 + 𝑞𝑎 = 0     (3.7) 
The Stackelberg (1952) equilibrium with Argentine price leadership and US price followership 
was found by replacing subscript u (a) with subscript a (u) in Equations 3.6 and 3.7. 
For the quantity-setting models, the inverse demand function for country i was: 
𝑝𝑖 = 𝛾𝑖0  +  𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑖 + 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑞𝑗 + 𝛾𝑖1𝑦 i, j = u, a     i ≠ j (3.8) 
where pi was the price per metric ton of country i’s exports, qi was the quantity of corn imported 
by Japan from country i, y was Japanese per-capita income, and γik (k = 0,1) and δ were unknown 
parameters. Equations 3.2 and 3.3 were again specified as each exporter’s total cost and 
marginal/average cost functions. The exporter’s profit function for the quantity models was: 
Π𝑖(𝑞𝑖) = (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖)𝑞𝑖 i = u, a (3.9) 
The first-order condition for the Cournot-Nash (Cournot 1897; Nash 1951) equilibrium
was: 
(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐𝑖) +  𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑖𝑐 = 0 i = u, a (3.10)
 
The Stackelberg (1952) leader equilibrium  with US quantity leadership and 
Argentine quantity followership first-order conditions were: 
(𝑝𝑢 − 𝑐𝑢) + �𝛿𝑢𝑢 −
𝛿𝑢𝑎𝛿𝑎𝑢
2𝛿𝑎𝑎









(𝑝𝑎 − 𝑐𝑎) +  𝛿𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑎𝑠𝑢 = 0  (3.12) 
The Stackelberg (1952) first-order conditions for Argentine quantity leadership and US quantity 
followership were found by substituting subscripts u and a for subscripts a and u, respectively. 
The demand equations (Equations 3.1 or 3.8) together with the first-order conditions 






























�   (3.13) 
The error term was represented by uit (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) while the constant θi, (i = u,a) represented the 
“intercepts and demand shift variables” in Equations 3.1 and 3.8 (Carter and MacLaren 1997, p. 
380). Each model achieves its unique econometric structure from the values in Appendix A that 
identify the cross-equation restrictions specific to each model. 
The likelihood ratio test developed by Vuong (1989) was used to compare the 
performance of the models to one another. The likelihood ratio test statistic, Ls (s = f, g), was 
calculated as 2(Lf – Lg) ~ χ2α(q) for each pairwise comparison between models where q equals the 
number of restrictions and has a chi-squared distribution (Carter and MacLaren 1997). Each test 











where and  were the estimated residuals and covariance matrix for model s (s=f, g). The 
normalized likelihood ratio test statistic was “asymptotically distributed as a standard normal 




The null hypothesis of the Vuong (1989) likelihood ratio test is that the models “fit the 
data equally well against the alternative [hypothesis] that one fits the data better than the other” 
(Carter and MacLaren 1997, p. 380). The first decision rule was that if the absolute value of the 
normalized likelihood ratio statistic was less than the critical value at a given level of 
significance, then the two models performed equally well (Carter and MacLaren 1997). The 
second decision rule was that if the absolute value of the normalized LR statistic was less 
(greater) than the appropriate negative (positive) critical value, then model Mg (Mf
 
) was 
significantly better (Carter and MacLaren 1997). 
Data 
 
Annual observations for each variable from 1980 to 2008 were collected; the data from 1980, 
1989, and 1990 were eliminated from the final dataset, leaving a total of 26 observations for each 
variable. Entries from 1980 were eliminated because Argentine trade and cost data were 
nonexistent. Entries for 1989 and 1990 were eliminated because of extreme outliers in Argentine 
real interest rates. Sources and transformations employed for each variable are summarized in 
this section. 
Data for Japanese imports from the United States and Argentina for the quantity (qi) and 
price (pi) series for both the price competition and quantity competition models were retrieved 
from the United Nations Commodity Trade Statistics (COMTRADE) database (United Nations 
2010). The series were based on Japanese reports of its imports from the United States and 
Argentina. Both price and quantity variables for both exporting nations were Standard 
International Trade Classification (SITC) data because the United Nations indicated that SITC 
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data was “more suitable for economic analysis” (United Nations 2004, p. 87). The annual 
quantity series, originally reported in kilograms, were converted to metric tons by dividing each 
entry by 1000. The annual price series retrieved from COMTRADE reflected the total dollar 
value of Japanese imports from the United States and Argentina in cost, insurance, and freight 
(cif) terms. Both price series were transformed into dollars per metric ton by dividing each entry 
in the price series by the values in the quantity series. 
The cost of production for US corn was compiled from the USDA Commodity Cost and 
Return datasets (USDA 2010a). Nominal per planted acre costs for labor, seed, fertilizer, and 
chemicals were combined; the sum was multiplied by the hectare conversion factor of 2.471 to 
obtain the total nominal cost per planted hectare. US and Argentine corn yield data, in metric 
tons per hectare, were obtained from the USDA PS&D database via the APAC DataManager 
(USDA 2010b). US corn yield data were divided into total US per hectare costs to obtain US cost 
per metric ton. The cost of production of Argentine corn was obtained from the Argentine 
Ministry of Agriculture; labor, seed, and chemical costs were combined (Argentine Republic 
2010). The series, originally reporting as dollars per hectare, was divided by Argentine corn 
yield data to obtain Argentine costs in dollars per metric ton. 
Gross domestic product (GDP) measurements used in the analysis were obtained from the 
World Development Indicators database from the World Bank (World Bank 2010). Argentine 
cost data were deflated to 2008 constant dollars by the source (Argentine Republic 2010). The 
US price series, Argentine price series, and US cost series were deflated to constant 2008 dollars 
using a rebased US GDP deflator. The GDP deflator index was calculated by first dividing 
current US dollars by constant US (2000) dollars. The GDP deflator index was then rebased to 
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2008 dollars by dividing each annual entry by the 2008 value. Both price series and the US cost 
series were then deflated by dividing each series by the 2008 US GDP deflator index. The 
Argentine price series was deflated with the US GDP deflator index because the COMTRADE 
database reported all data in US dollars. 
US real interest rates from 1981-2008 and Argentine real interest rates from 1994-2008 
were collected from the World Bank (World Bank 2010). Argentine real interest rates from 
1981-1993, nonexistent in the World Bank database, were simulated in Microsoft Excel® using 
@Risk from the Palisade Decision Tools Suite. Data required for the simulation were the 
Argentine (peso) money market rate from 1981-2008 and Argentine (peso) lending rate from 
1994-2008; both series were retrieved from the IMF (IMF 2010). The inflation rate, as measured 
by GDP, was obtained from the World Bank (World Bank 2010). The standard formula used to 
calculate real interest rates is given in Equation 3.15 (Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe 2008). 
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
1 + 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
1 + 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
− 1 (3.15) 
Calculations showed that the Argentine real interest rate from 1994-2008 could be 
exactly replicated by inputting the Argentine lending rate and Argentine inflation rate into 
Equation 3.15. The Argentine lending rate from 1981-1993 was simulated and its mean 
subsequently used to calculated the Argentine real interest rate. A regression of the Argentine 
money market rate on the Argentine lending rate resulted in an adjusted R-squared of .8806, 
leading to the conclusion that approximately 88 percent of the variation in the Argentine lending 
rate was explained by variation in the Argentine money market rate. Several other variables were 
tested but none performed quite as well as the aforementioned regression. The Argentine money 
market rate was therefore chosen as the basis for the simulation. 
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The money market rate from 1994-2008, consistently less than the lending rate during the 
same period, was divided by the Argentine lending rate. The resulting percentage was found to 
be distributed logistically. A series of random variables were generated to represent the money 
market rate as a percentage of the lending rate from 1981-2008. The random lending rate was 
then determined by dividing the money market rate by the random variable. One thousand 
iterations were run for each year from 1981-2008. The simulated real interest rate was obtained 
by inserting the mean of the simulated lending rate into Equation 3.15. The correlation 
coefficient, calculated with Microsoft Excel®, between the actual World Bank real interest rates 
and the simulated real interest rates was 0.9324. 
Model Estimation 
 
Equation 3.13 represents the general linear simultaneous equation utilized in creating the specific 
structure for each estimated model. It was estimated separately for each of the six models using 
the model procedure in SAS/ETS from the SAS Institute (SAS 2009). Appendix A outlines the 
explicit value of each λii (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) for each model [Bertrand (1883), Cournot (1897), 
Stackelberg (1952) with US and Argentine price and quantity leadership] estimated.  
The four Stackelberg (1952) models are characterized by nonlinear terms represented by λ33 (λ42) 
for the Stackelberg (1952) with US (Argentine) price leadership and λ31 (λ42) for the Stackelberg 
(1952) with US (Argentine) quantity leadership model. These nonlinear terms were explicitly 
defined to equal the parameters specified by Appendix A in the model estimation. 
The US and Argentine price and quantity series were the endogenous variables while 
Japanese per-capita income and each country’s costs and interest rates were the exogenous 
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variables. The iterated generalized method of moments (ITGMM) estimator was used for all six 
models; the minimization method specified for each model was the Marquardt-Levenberg 
method. The Bartlett kernel was specified for the covariance matrix of each model. The 
bandwidth parameter specified was 2.962, which is equal to the cube root of the number of 
observations estimated. Newey and West (1987) used the Bartlett kernel to develop a 
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent (HAC) covariance matrix. The likelihood 
function, not originally reported in the ITGMM estimation results, was calculated by multiplying 
the objective function from the ITGMM estimation by half of the number of observations in each 








Coefficient estimates of the demand equations (Equation 3.1) and first-order conditions 
(Equations 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7) for the Bertrand (1883) and Stackelberg (1952) with US price 
leadership models are located in Table 4.1. Coefficient estimates of the demand equations 
(Equation 3.8) and first-order conditions (Equations 3.11 and 3.12) for the Stackelberg (1952) 
with US and Argentine quantity leadership are found in Table 4.2. The coefficient estimate of the 
demand equations (Equation 3.8) and first-order conditions (Equation 3.10) for the Cournot 
(1897) model are located in Table 4.3. Elasticity estimates for all models are located in Table 
4.4. Coefficient and elasticity estimates for models estimated with the full-information maximum 
likelihood (FIML) method are located in Appendix B. 
The Bertrand (1883), Cournot (1897), and Stackelberg (1952) with US and Argentine 
quantity leadership models converged with a convergence criteria of 0.000001. The Stackelberg 
(1952) with US price leadership model converged with a convergence criteria of 0.001. The 
Stackelberg (1952) with Argentine price leadership did not converge. Statistical significance was 
estimated at a 5 percent level of significance with a two-sided test and a standard normal 
distribution. The appropriate critical values were therefore -1.96 and 1.96. Godfrey’s serial 
autocorrelation tests were used to determine whether autocorrelation was present in the models 
estimated. Results showed that first-order, second-order, and third-order autocorrelation was 




Table 4.1. Estimates and T-Statistics for the Price Competition Models 
   Stackelberg Price Leader 
  Bertrand United States 
Parameter a Description Estimate t-statistic Estimate t-statistic 
βu0 US Intercept 8770555.745 4.03 5650432.105 7.13 
αuu US Own-Price Coefficient -112277.768 -6.60 12614.58753 4.32 
αua US Cross-Price Coefficient 68655.99829 7.10 3418.833169 1.43 
βu1 
Japanese Income Coefficient with respect to 
US corn 444.4914448 12.32 149.0946146 9.91 
βa0 Argentine Intercept -610877.0327 -6.64 -171265.5613 -2.87 
αaa Argentine Own-Price Coefficient -219.1101955 -3.01 53.79468979 1.31 
αau Argentine Cross-Price Coefficient 3671.317956 11.27 1834.344195 31.87 
βa1 
Japanese Income Coefficient with respect to 
Argentine corn -2.063012389 -1.44 -7.188430918 -4.63 
λ33 * ηu1 US Cost Coefficient -214358.8277 -3.09 31127.6703 0.71 
λ33 * ηu2 US Interest Rate Coefficient 12239595.69 0.99 15864926.66 2.53 
λ33 * ηa1 Argentine Cost Coefficient 1427.083359 5.55 2377.472859 5.54 
λ33 * ηa2 Argentine Interest Rate Coefficient 67.18417682 0.04 10413.19209 6.51 
 




Table 4.2. Estimates and T-Statistics for the Stackelberg (1952) Quantity Leadership Models 
  Stackelberg Quantity Leader 
  United States Argentina 
Parameter a Description Estimate t-statistic Estimate t-statistic 
γu0 US Intercept -220.9426829 -1.42 226.2068151 10.12 
δuu US Own-Price Coefficient 8.03723E-05 4.09 -1.22901E-05 -45.73 
δua US Cross-Price Coefficient 1.0497E-05 1.48 -0.000263906 -6.57 
γu1 
Japanese Income Coefficient with 
respect to US corn -0.023750558 -5.30 0.00664306 10.46 
γa0 Argentine Intercept -467.0568235 -1.92 1586.741981 13.01 
δaa Argentine Own-Price Coefficient 8.39105E-06 1.52 -0.001734033 -7.18 
δau Argentine Cross-Price Coefficient 0.000131584 4.23 -0.000146397 -24.59 
γa1 
Japanese Income Coefficient with 
respect to Argentine corn -0.038971075 -5.38 0.035929206 9.45 
λ33 * ηu1 US Cost Coefficient 3.696461929 20.11 0.394977151 3.70 
λ33 * ηu2 US Interest Rate Coefficient -108.0211721 -0.85 21.79349203 0.38 
λ33 * ηa1 Argentine Cost Coefficient 4.612559045 36.45 3.282092508 8.56 
λ33 * ηa2 Argentine Interest Rate Coefficient 13.27171093 10.27 -73.17137234 -20.97 
 




Table 4.3. Estimates and T-Statistics for the Cournot (1897) Model 
  Cournot 
Parameter a Description Estimate t-statistic 
γu0 US Intercept 566.9126623 16.36 
δuu US Own-Price Coefficient -5.53118E-06 -5.96 
δua US Cross-Price Coefficient -0.000442499 -6.90 
γu1 
Japanese Income Coefficient with respect to 
US corn -0.004479306 -3.65 
γa0 Argentine Intercept -173.2856948 -2.87 
δaa Argentine Own-Price Coefficient 0.00034524 7.11 
δau Argentine Cross-Price Coefficient 6.63155E-05 7.72 
γa1 
Japanese Income Coefficient with respect to 
Argentine corn -0.018011251 -6.12 
λ33 * ηu1 US Cost Coefficient 2.750606776 10.27 
λ33 * ηu2 US Interest Rate Coefficient 446.5711264 5.37 
λ33 * ηa1 Argentine Cost Coefficient 6.192355741 22.90 
λ33 * ηa2 Argentine Interest Rate Coefficient 21.12078993 13.34 
 







Table 4.4. Elasticity Estimates for the Price Competition and Quantity Competition Models 
  
Stackelberg Price 
Leader  Stackelberg Quantity Leader 
 Bertrand United States Cournot United States Argentina 
US Own-Price -1.6389 0.1841 -8.0740E-11 1.1732E-09 -1.7940E-10 
US Cross-Price 1.0732 -0.0608 -6.9171E-09 9.5646E-09 -1.8949E+62 
Japanese Income with respect 
to US corn 1.0076 0.5384 -1.0154E-05 -0.0002 -4.9909E+65 
Argentine Own-Price -0.1557 0.1062 2.4539E-07 2.992E-07 -3.7295E+65 
Argentine Cross-Price 2.4368 3.3700 4.4016E-08 4.678E-08 1.7814E+64 
Japanese Income with respect 





The own-price coefficients αuu (αaa) or δuu (δaa) represent the parameter estimates of the 
price of US (Argentine) corn in Equation 3.1 or Equation 3.8, the demand functions for each 
country. The parameter is expected to be negative. The cross-price coefficients αua (αau) or δua 
(δau) represent the parameter estimates of the price of corn in Argentina (US) in Equation 3.1 or 
Equation 3.8. The income coefficients βu1 (βa1) or γu1 (γa1) represent the parameter estimates in 
each demand function of Japanese per-capita income. It is expected that the income coefficient 
will be positive. The cost parameters located in the first-order conditions (Equations 3.5, 3.6, and 
3.7 or 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12) represent the parameter estimates for the cost per metric ton of corn 
production (ηu1, ηa1) and the interest rate (ηu2, ηa2) in each country. All of the cost and interest 
rate parameters should be negative so that an increase in cost of production or interest rates will 
raise marginal costs (Carter and MacLaren 1997). 
The own-price, cross-price, and income elasticities were calculated at the point of means. 
The point of means was obtained by dividing the quantity of corn imported by Japan from the 
United States (Argentina) into each of the following:  the price of corn in the United States 
(Argentina), the price of corn in Argentina (US), and Japanese per-capita income. The own-price 
elasticity for the United States (Argentina) measures the impact on the quantity demanded of US 
(Argentine) corn when the price of US (Argentine) corn increases by one percent. The own-price 
elasticity should be negative, implying the expected inverse relationship between the price of a 
product and the quantity demanded of the product. The cross-price elasticity of Argentine (US) 
corn prices on the demand for US (Argentine) corn determines the impact on Japanese imports of 
US (Argentine) corn when the price of Argentine (US) corn changes by one percent. The 
Japanese income elasticity for US or Argentine corn measures the change in demand for US or 
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Argentine corn when Japanese per-capita income changes by one percent. The income elasticity 
for corn should be positive, indicating that corn is a normal good. 
Results for the Bertrand (1883) model show that the coefficient estimates predominantly 
have the correct signs and are predominantly significant at a 5 percent level of significance. The 
own-price coefficient estimates and the cross-price coefficients for the United States and 
Argentina in the Bertrand (1883) model all contain the expected sign and are all significant. The 
Japanese income coefficient with respect to US corn is significant and has the correct sign 
because corn is typically a normal good. The Japanese income coefficient with respect to 
Argentine corn is neither significant nor has the expected sign. Of the cost and interest rate 
parameters in the first-order conditions (Equation 3.5), only the US cost parameter has the 
correct sign. The US and Argentine cost coefficients are both significant, however. The US own-
price elasticity is -1.6389. The sign is correct and indicates that demand for US corn is elastic. 
The Argentine own-price elasticity is -0.1557 which is the correct sign and shows that demand 
for Argentine corn is inelastic. The Japanese income elasticity with respect to US corn is 1.0076 
which shows that demand for US corn is normal. The Japanese income elasticity with respect to 
Argentine corn is 6.9251. The sign is correct but the magnitude is unrealistic. 
Results for the Stackelberg (1952) with US price leadership model are mediocre because 
although several variables are significant, the signs are incorrect for most coefficients. The US 
own-price coefficient is significant at a significance level of 5 percent but does not have the 
correct sign. The cross-price coefficients for the United States and for Argentina have the correct 
sign; the Argentine cross-price coefficient is also significant. The Argentine own-price 
coefficient does not have the correct sign and is not significant. Both of the income coefficients 
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are significant, but on the only the income coefficient with respect to US corn has the correct 
sign. None of the cost and interest rate coefficients have the correct sign although the US and 
Argentine cost coefficients are both significant. The US own-price elasticity is 0.1841 and the 
Argentine own-price elasticity is 0.1062 which both show that demand for US and Argentine 
corn is inelastic but neither measurement has the correct sign. The signs for both income 
elasticities are correct. The Japanese income elasticity with respect to US corn is 0.5384 which 
shows that US corn is a necessity good. The income elasticity with respect to Argentine corn, 
789.6727, indicates that Argentine corn is a luxury good. The magnitude of this elasticity is 
unrealistic. 
Results for the Cournot (1897) model are not satisfactory because the magnitude of the 
elasticities is unreasonable and few parameters, although statistically significant, have the correct 
sign. The US own-price coefficient is significant at the 5 percent level but does not have the 
correct sign. The Argentine own-price coefficient has the correct sign and is significant. Both the 
US and the Argentine cross-price coefficients are significant although only the Argentine value 
has the correct sign. The Japanese income coefficient with respect to US corn and Japanese 
income coefficient with respect to Argentine corn are both significant but neither has the correct 
sign. None of the US and Argentine cost and interest rate parameters in the first-order conditions 
(Equation 3.10) have the correct sign but all are significant. The own-price elasticity for the 
United States is -8.074E-11; the sign is correct and demand for US corn in Japan is inelastic. The 
Argentine own-price elasticity is 2.4539E-07 which has an incorrect sign – it is expected that 
quantity demanded decreases when price increases, not increases. The income elasticities for 
corn from the United States and corn from Argentina are -1.0154E-05 and 2.1771, respectively, 
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indicating that corn from the United States is an inferior good while corn from Argentina is a 
superior good. 
Results for the Stackelberg (1952) model with US quantity leadership indicate that while 
the coefficients are predominantly significant, few have the expected sign. Additionally, the 
magnitude of each elasticity calculated is infeasible. The own-price coefficient for the United 
States is significant with a 5 percent level of significance but does not have the correct sign. The 
Argentine own-price coefficient has neither the correct sign nor is significant at the 5 percent 
level. Both of the income coefficients for the United States and Argentina are significant; 
however, neither has the expected sign. The US interest rate coefficient has the correct sign but is 
insignificant. The US cost coefficient and Argentine cost and interest rate coefficients are 
significant but do not have the correct sign. The US own-price elasticity is 1.1732E-09 while the 
Argentine own-price elasticity is 2.992E-07. Both signs are correct and both indicate that US and 
Argentine corn are elastic products. The Japanese income elasticity with respect to US corn is -
0.0001 which indicates that US corn is a slightly inferior good in Japanese markets. The 
Japanese income elasticity with respect to Argentine corn is 4.5839 which shows that Argentine 
corn in Japanese markets is a normal and a superior good. 
Results for the Stackelberg (1952) model with Argentine quantity leadership show that 
although the coefficient estimates are largely significant, the magnitude of the calculated 
elasticites is highly unrealistic. The US own-price coefficient and the Argentine own-price 
coefficient have the correct signs and are both significant. Both the cross-price coefficients are 
significant but do not have the expected sign. The Japanese income coefficient with respect to 
US corn and the Japanese income coefficient with respect to Argentine corn are significant and 
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have the correct sign. Of the cost and interest rate coefficients, only the Argentine interest rate 
coefficient has the expected sign. The US cost coefficient and the Argentine cost and interest 
rates coefficients are significant. The US own-price elasticity is -1.794E-10 and the Argentine 
own-price elasticity is -3.7295E+65. Both elasticities show that demand for US and Argentine 
corn is elastic and that corn from both countries has the expected inverse relationship with prices. 
The Japanese income elasticity with respect to US corn is -4.9901E+65 which shows that US 
corn is an inferior good in Japan. The Japanese income elasticity with respect to Argentine corn 
is 2.6182 which shows that Argentine corn is a normal and superior good. 
Likelihood Ratio Test Results 
 
The results of the normalized likelihood-ratio tests with the Bertrand (1883), Stackelberg 
(1952) leadership with US price leadership, Cournot (1897), and Stackelberg (1952) quantity 
leadership models are shown in Table 4.5. The results of the likelihood ratio tests performed with 
the models estimated with the FIML method are in Appendix B. 
The statistic was calculated by subtracting the model in the column from the model in the 
row and then doubling the result. A negative sign implies that the column model is preferred to 
the row model (Carter and MacLaren 1997). Hence, the result in the first row:first column shows 
that the Stackelberg (1952) with US price leadership model is preferred to the Bertrand (1883) 
model. The test statistic in the second column:first row shows that the Bertrand (1883) model is 
preferred to the Cournot (1897) model. Statistical significance was determined with a two-sided 
test and a 5 percent significance level. The appropriate critical values were therefore 1.96 and -




Table 4.5. Normalized Likelihood Ratio Test Results 
 Stackelberg Price Leader  Stackelberg Quantity Leader 
  United States Cournot United States Argentina 
Bertrand  -0.04885 0.00359 0.04819 -0.01351 
Stackelberg with US 
Price Leadership   0.04996 0.06313 0.03149 
Cournot    0.04049 -0.01070 
Stackelberg with US 






CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
The price and quantity competition models developed by Carter and MacLaren (1997) and 
Gasmi and Vuong (1991) characterize the explicit type of imperfect competition present in a 
market. Optimal trade policies depend upon the specific type of imperfect competition in a 
market (Helpman and Krugman 1989). This analysis adapted the approach by Carter and 
MacLaren (1997) to the Japanese market for imported corn from the United States and 
Argentina. The intention of this research was to determine whether the world corn market 
exhibits imperfectly competitive behavior by comparing six models is imperfect competition and 
to empirically test claims of the status of the United States as the world residual supplier of corn. 
The analysis did not show that any imperfectly competitive market structure was 
preferred over any of the other imperfectly competitive market structures evaluated at a 
statistically significant level. The magnitudes of the calculated elasticities were unrealistic and 
several parameter estimates in every model did not contain the proper sign. Potential reasons for 
the results of this analysis include market structure and data availability. 
The sheer dominance of the United States in the Japanese corn import market is an 
important factor in the structure of the models and the market. From 1980-2008, the United 
States supplied 92 percent of the Japanese corn import market while Argentina, the third largest 
competitor in the market, supplied only 2 percent of total Japanese corn imports. In any given 
year, the United States typically exported 85-98 percent of total Japanese corn imports. The 
theoretical nature of each model estimated, and the specificity of the variables required for 
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estimation, suggests that an alternate market structure not tested in the analysis more closely 
represents the reality in a market so completely dominated by one country. 
Multiple import destinations were considered for this analysis, including South Korea, 
Colombia, and Egypt. Each alternative import destination considered is a top world corn 
importer (USDA 2010b). Each market portrays a more competitive environment between the 
United States and other countries where US market share is above 50 percent but below the 90 
percent level seen in the Japanese market. Argentina is the second-most exporter of corn to the 
Colombian and Egyptian markets, but falls behind China and Brazil in the South Korean market. 
Alternate import destinations were eliminated from the analysis because the number of 
observations was insufficient given the number of variables estimated. 
The study analyzed annual observations from 1980-2008. Quarterly and monthly trade 
observations were unavailable. If alternate data had been available, the number of observations 
in the analysis would have increased from 28 annual observations to 112 quarterly observations 
or 336 monthly observations. Had additional data been available, two alternative tests suggested 
to researchers would have been feasible. The first alternative was to test data from before and 
after the passage of the 1996 Farm Bill. The number of observations in the dataset did not allow 
researchers to test whether the United States’ role in corn markets changed after the passage of 
the 1996 Farm Bill. As Figure 2.3 shows, US exports closely followed world imports prior to 
1995 and less closely thereafter. The passage of the 1996 Farm Bill marked a dramatic change in 
US farm policy because farm programs based on loan rates were eliminated. Paarlberg (1980) 
and Mitchell and Duncan (1987) pointed to loan rate programs as the reason for the residual 
supply status of the United States in world corn markets. Analysis of the models from 1996-2008 
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could have shown whether the type of imperfect competition in the market changed after the 
elimination of the loan rate. Researchers also attempted to test the models from 1990-2001 when 
the US dollar and the Argentine peso were traded at a one-for-one fixed exchange rate. This 
option could have ameliorated some of the instability created by the political structure of 
Argentina including currency conversion error, hyperinflation, and state interference. 
The presence of autocorrelation in each model estimated could be the result of prolonged 
influence of shocks, inertia, or misspecification (Kennedy 2008). Uncertainty in the Argentine 
political economy during the 1980s and 1990s may have influenced the data collected in an 
unforeseen and unresolved manner. Domestic political and economic reforms undertaken by 
democratic and dictatorial regimes may have contributed to autocorrelation in the trade data 
retrieved from COMTRADE through shocks and through inertia. The quality of trade and other 
data may also have been impacted by uncertain and shifting political regimes during the period 
analyzed. Certainly interest rate data was impacted because Argentine interest rate data from 
1981-1993 was absent from the World Bank and IMF databases. The extreme outliers in the 
simulated interest rate data from 1989 and 1990 necessitated the removal of all observations for 
those years. 
The use of the full-information maximum likelihood (FIML) method in this analysis 
showed a statistical significance of one model over another, as shown in Appendix B. The signs 
of the coefficients were largely correct, but fewer coefficients were statistically significant from 
zero. Income elasticity estimates and all elasticity estimates for the Stackelberg (1952) with 
Argentine quantity leadership model were unrealistic with the FIML method as with the ITGMM 
method. The FIML method was invalidated because the assumption of normally distributed 
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residuals was rejected for all but one FIML model. Several estimation methods (two-stage least 
squares, three-stage least squares, iterated seemingly unrelated regression, ITGMM, and FIML) 
were examined in preliminary analyses but did not provide testable results. 
The price competition and quantity competition models developed in this analysis 
illustrate the explicit game that exporters play in the Japanese corn market. Results showed that 
none of the models estimated sufficiently explained the interaction of exporters in the Japanese 
corn import market. The research assembled in this paper could be applied to alternate crops 
such as soybeans or wheat. Additionally, alternate market structures and alternate 
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Table A.1.  The Structure of Matrix 3.13 for Each Model (Carter and MacLaren 1997). 
λ Bertrand (1883) 
Stackelberg 
















λ 1 11 1 1 −δ −δuu −δuu 
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uu 
0 12 0 0 −δ −δua −δua 
λ
ua 
−α13 −αuu −αuu 1 uu 1 1 
λ −α14 −αua −αua 0 ua 0 0 
λ 0 21 0 0 −δ −δau −δau 
λ
au 
1 22 1 1 −δ −δaa −δaa 
λ
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−α23 −αau −αau 0 au 0 0 
λ −α24 −αaa −αaa 1 aa 1 1 
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α33 αuu uu − αuaαau/2α αaa 1 uu 1 1 

















The full-information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation method performs well when 
sample sizes are small or when models are nonlinear (Kennedy 2008). Estimators are consistent 
and asymptotically efficient and unbiased when certain regularity conditions are met (Schmidt 
1976). The regularity conditions are required for the model to produce accurate results and are 
met when the residuals are assumed to follow a normal distribution. One test to determine 
whether residuals are normally distributed is the Henze and Zirkler (1990) test statistic. The test 
is based on “a distance functional between d-variate distributions and the standard d-variate 
normal law” (Henze and Zirkler 1990, p. 3615). Their Monte Carlo study showed that both 
Mardia’s (1980) measure for skewness and measure for kurtosis were inferior to the Henze-
Zirkler (1990) statistic (Henze and Zirkler 1990). The null hypothesis of the Henze-Zirkler 
(1990) statistic “is that the residuals are normally distributed” (SAS 2009). 
The six models [Bertrand (1883), Cournot (1897), Stackelberg (1952) price leadership 
and Stackelberg (1952) quantity leadership] presented in Equations 3.1 or 3.8 and Equations 3.5-
7 or 3.10-12 were estimated with FIML. The Bertrand (1883), Stackelberg (1952) with US and 
Argentine price leadership, and Stackelberg (1952) with Argentine quantity leadership models 
converged at a convergence criteria of 0.000001 but the Cournot (1897) and Stackelberg (1952) 
with US quantity leadership models did not converge. The Henze-Zirkler (1990) test statistic 
showed that the residuals in the Bertrand (1883), Stackelberg (1952) with Argentine price 
leadership and Stackelberg (1952) with Argentine quantity leadership models were not normally 
distributed, therefore invalidating the FIML results. The residuals of the Stackelberg (1952) with 
US price leadership were normally distributed. 
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Coefficient and t-statistic estimates for the Bertrand (1883) and Stackelberg (1952) with 
Argentine quantity leadership models are presented in Table B.1. Table B.2 shows coefficient 
and t-statistic results for the Stackelberg (1952) with US and Argentine price leadership models. 
Elasticity estimates, calculated at the point of means, for each model are located in Table B.3. 
Results of Vuong’s (1989) likelihood ratio test are shown in Table B.4. The statistic was 
calculated by subtracting the model in the column from the model in the row and then doubling 
the result. A negative sign implies that the column model is preferred to the row model (Carter 
and MacLaren 1997). Hence, the result in the first row:first column shows that the Stackelberg 
(1952) with US price leadership model is preferred to the Bertrand (1883) model. The test 
statistic in the second row:second column shows that the Stackelberg (1952) with US price 
leadership model is preferred to the Stackelberg (1952) with Argentine price leadership model. 
Statistical significance was determined with a two-sided test and a 5 percent significance level. 
The appropriate critical values were therefore 1.96 and -1.96. The tests showed significant 
difference between the models but these results are suspect because the assumption of normally 




Table B.1. Estimates and T-Statistics for the Bertrand (1883) and Stackelberg (1952) with Argentine Quantity Leadership 
Models 
   Stackelberg Quantity Leader 
  Bertrand Argentina 
Parameter a Description Estimate t-statistic Estimate t-statistic 
βu0 US Intercept 16607690.11 1.05 310.35 3.43 
αuu US Own-Price Coefficient -68719.39 -3.96 -7.42E-06 -2.17 
αua US Cross-Price Coefficient -38464.87 -0.41 -1.29E-04 -2.27 
βu1 
Japanese Income Coefficient with respect to 
US corn 616.72 1.72 1.06E-03 0.3 
βa0 Argentine Intercept 596943.88 0.65 897.09 1.55 
αaa Argentine Own-Price Coefficient -1222.11 -2.21 -5.38E-04 -1.15 
αau Argentine Cross-Price Coefficient -1852.23 -0.19 -8.57E-05 -1.06 
βa1 
Japanese Income Coefficient with respect to 
Argentine corn 11.10 0.3 0.02 0.85 
λ33 * ηu1 US Cost Coefficient -12545.86 -0.15 1.69 1.78 
λ33 * ηu2 US Interest Rate Coefficient 16206215.48 0.37 270.61 0.87 
λ33 * ηa1 Argentine Cost Coefficient 833.35 0.75 6.01 4.64 
λ33 * ηa2 Argentine Interest Rate Coefficient 22651.49 0.58 3.40 0.13 
 




Table B.2. Estimates and T-Statistics for the Stackelberg (1952) Price Competition Models 
  Stackelberg Price Leader 
  United States Argentina 
Parameter a Description Estimate t-statistic Estimate t-statistic 
βu0 US Intercept -1291617.59 -0.35 15788511.12 1.06 
αuu US Own-Price Coefficient 25085.30 1.49 -68387.70 -3.89 
αua US Cross-Price Coefficient -7192.51 -0.69 -34974.74 -0.38 
βu1 
Japanese Income Coefficient with respect to 
US corn 370.40 4.34 616.80 1.7 
βa0 Argentine Intercept 77944.09 0.42 693337.90 0.45 
αaa Argentine Own-Price Coefficient -858.76 -2.44 -1711.42 -0.58 
αau Argentine Cross-Price Coefficient 2918.37 2.73 -2162.98 -0.17 
βa1 
Japanese Income Coefficient with respect to 
Argentine corn -6.73 -1.17 13.33 0.25 
λ33 * ηu1 US Cost Coefficient -507995.65 -0.87 -11621.50 -0.14 
λ33 * ηu2 US Interest Rate Coefficient -194532046.68 -1.17 16646167.90 0.38 
λ33 * ηa1 Argentine Cost Coefficient 1484.96 1.89 1052.90 0.7 
λ33 * ηa2 Argentine Interest Rate Coefficient 30221.05 1.75 28186.77 0.67 
 
a The individual cost parameters (ηu1,. ηu2, ηa1, ηa2) were not estimated separately. 
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Table B.3. Elasticity Estimates for the Price Competition and Quantity Competition Models 
   Stackelberg Price Leader  
Stackelberg Quantity 
Leader 
 Bertrand United States Argentina Argentina 
US Own-Price -1.0031 0.3662 -0.9983 -1.0834E-10 
US Cross-Price -0.6013 -0.1124 -0.5467 -2.0200E-09 
Japanese Income with 
respect to US corn 1.3981 0.8397 1.3982 2.4111E-06 
Argentine Own-Price -0.8687 -0.6104 -1.2164 -3.8207E-07 
Argentine Cross-Price -1.2294 1.9370 -1.4356 -5.6908E-08 
Japanese Income with 






Table B.4. Normalized Likelihood Ratio Test Results 
  Stackelberg Price Leader  
Stackelberg Quantity 
Leader 
 United States Argentina Argentina 
Bertrand -4.5364 0.0000 4.4594 
Stackelberg with US Price Leadership  4.7049 8.9326 
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